Bin Costs

As part of an ongoing effort to improve the City of Santa Barbara’s recycling programs, the City provides discounted recycling and foodscraps bins as a convenience to our customers.

Slim Jim
- 23 gal  $29.00

Round Brute (lid not included)
- 32 gal  $29.00
- 20 gal  $26.00

41 quart  $13.43
28 quart  $7.60
14 quart  $3.20
Clip-on trash (black)  $3.00

Yellow Bins: Yellow bins for the foodscraps program are available in Slim Jim, 32 gal Brute, 20 gal Brute, and 28 quart. To make an order, please contact our recycling coordinator at 564-5627.